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Implemented:
1. PocketBook Cloud functionality provides customers with several notable features:
•Keeps user’s eBooks in one safe place: use this feature to be sure your book is
secure.
•Automatically synchronizes Reading positions, Collections and Favorites to all of the
platforms: Android, iOS and the Web. Now one can easily access the downloaded
book from any device and continue reading from the point where one left off.
This functionality is currently available only for customers of PocketBook partners’ book stores.
The list of stores can be found here: https://cloud.pocketbook.digital/browser/#/find-store

2. Supports multiple Adobe accounts.
3. Automatic Adobe ID registration makes the completion of DRM-protected books easy.
4. Smooth completion of acsm files:
•Completion and opening process is displayed over the acsm icon.
•Book opens directly after the process of acsm file completion is over. No more
dialog windows questioning whether a book should be opened or not.
•The acsm file is removed from the device and the Cloud account, right after the
DRM-protected book is opened.
5. Bookshelves were renamed to Collections. Favorites now is a book option.
6. Favorites is a particular mark for a book now. It is no longer one of the Bookshelves
(now Collections) option.
7. Library performance was enhanced in order to work more efficiently with a large number
of books.
8. Now one can accurately adjust Font and its size using Reading Settings menu in a
Reader’s applications.
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9. Browser performance application was enhanced.
10. Syncing process is indicated in Status bar.
11. Macedonian localization was added.

Fixed:
1. Extra updates while performing search in the Library application.
2. Occasional improper Italic font usage when changing it in the epub formatted books.

3. Connection to the hidden Wi-Fi networks.
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